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Dear Fellow FAM Equity-Income Fund Shareholder,

Highlights

• Holdings in the Fund increased their dividends more than 11%, on average, for the last 12 months.
• The 5-Year compounded annualized growth rate of the dividends for the Fund’s holdings was 11% as of 

12/31/2015.

The FAM Equity-Income Fund focuses on investing in companies that pay a growing dividend over time and each 
holding pays a dividend. We invest in businesses that are primarily in the mid-cap spectrum as they tend to grow 
faster than larger capitalization corporations. Our Investment Research Team strives to generate investment re-
turns with lower volatility and less risk than the overall market by investing in financially solid enterprises with 
strong balance sheets that have little or no debt. In other words, we like to purchase shares in companies that al-
low our investors and us to sleep well at night.

Performance Detail
We are pleased with the performance of the FAM Equity-Income Fund in 2015 outperforming its benchmark, the 
Russell Midcap Index, by 189 basis points or 1.89%. The FAM Equity-Income Fund declined less than -1%. Mid- and 
small-cap indices posted negative returns for the year, while only large-cap stocks, as represented by the S&P 500 
Index, eked out a modestly positive return for the year. 

Performance 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Years

FAM Equity-Income Fund -0.73% 11.59% 10.50% 5.53%

Russell Midcap Index -2.44% 14.18% 11.44% 8.00%

S&P 500 Index 1.38% 15.13% 12.57% 7.31%

One of the major benefits to the FAM Equity-Income Fund’s performance in 2015 came from other companies 
buying ones held in the portfolio. We had two investments in the Fund which were bought for cash at consider-
able premiums. Altera Corporation agreed to be purchased by Intel, and Airgas, Inc. agreed to be purchased by 
Air Liquide. In addition, a number of holdings in the portfolio made acquisitions of other businesses that makes 
them more valuable to shareholders and should likely drive future earnings growth. Examples are: Flowers Foods, 
Inc. bought Dave’s Killer Bread; Patterson Companies, Inc.purchased Animal Health International; and Microchip 
Technology Incorporated bought Micrel Inc.

Best Performers
The best performing company for the year, on a dollar-weighted basis, was Airgas, Inc. which increased the value 
of the portfolio by $2.53 million. The reason behind the strong stock performance was because Airgas agreed to 
be purchased by Air Liquide for a significant premium. This was a new position in the Fund in 2015 after we fol-
lowed it for several years and waited for an attractive valuation to surface. We put our toe in the water during the 
middle part of the year, buying a few shares at a price that was a little higher than we would have liked with the 
intention of averaging down our cost if we got the chance. We were given this opportunity when the market sold-
off in the early fall and aggressively added to the position at attractive prices. At the same time, a larger player 
in the industry also thought Airgas was trading at an attractive price and offered to buy the entire business for 
$143 per share in cash. 

CDW Corporation was the second-best performing stock in the portfolio, contributing $1.56 million to the value 
of the Fund. This is the second year in a row that CDW has been one of the best performing businesses in the Fund. 
CDW is a reseller of Information Technology (IT) products and services. Management has done a nice job growing 
the enterprise faster than the overall IT market as well as expanding their profitability. For the first nine months 



of 2015, adjusted EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization) had grown more than 
11%. In addition, management utilized cash flow to pay down their high-cost debt which was associated with the 
company going public again two years ago. CDW also made a well-targeted investment in a UK business that gives 
them a way to serve their international customers. CDW is doing so well that the board raised the dividend by 59% 
this year. Additionally, management is buying back stock. These actions are all characteristics we like to see in 
a corporation. We believe CDW has a long runway for growth because they continue to take share from smaller 
Value Added Resellers (VARs) and these VARs represent more than 50% of the market.

Flowers Foods, Inc. was the third-best performing company contributing $1.53 million to the value of the Fund. 
Flowers is one of the largest bread, bun, and snack cake businesses in the U.S. Their primary bread brands are 
Nature’s Own, Wonder, and Whitewheat. They also make snack cakes under the TastyKake and Mrs. Freshly’s 
brands. Flowers continued to make nice market share gains and augmented their growth with the recent acquisi-
tions of Dave’s Killer Bread and Alpine Valley Bread Co. – this allowed Flowers to enter into the organic bread mar-
ket. The organic bread market is attractive because it is the fastest growing segment in breads and management 
plans to take these brands nationwide. This should allow Flowers to grow earnings faster than the overall market. 
Separately, Flowers also benefitted from lower commodity input prices, such as wheat, as well as lower natural 
gas prices (used to power their ovens). 

Worst Performers
The worst performer, on a dollar-weighted basis, was DSW Inc. declining -$1.76 million. DSW is a retailer of shoes 
and accessories at prices that are significantly below department stores. The retail industry was hurt in 2015 by 
the mild weather during the fall and early winter months. Since temperatures were warmer than usual, DSW 
customers delayed buying winter boots and seasonal footwear. This negatively impacted same-store sales as well 
as margins and earnings. We think DSW is a well-run operation and offers consumers compelling bargains. The 
business is making it easier for customers to shop by giving them the capability to order shoes online and have 
them shipped to their homes or the nearest store. This helps mitigate the threat of Internet competitors. During 
the year, management increased the dividend by 6.4% and bought back shares at an attractive price during the 
third quarter. In 2015, DSW opened 38 new stores and we estimate that management may open a similar number 
in 2016. Over the next 12 months, we expect expenses related to IT initiatives to moderate which should help earn-
ings growth. We added to the position in DSW as the price fell back into our buy range.

EOG Resources, Inc. was the second-worst performing investment in the Fund, detracting from the value by 
-$1.61 million. EOG is an Oil & Gas Exploration Company that is financially strong and well-run. The decline in 
the stock price was solely due to the decline in the price of oil. We still hold the position and believe that EOG is 
well-positioned for the future. The balance sheet is rock solid so there is little risk of the business not being able 
to pay their bills like many of their competitors. It is likely that they could be a consolidator in the industry when 
the dust settles which should be financially rewarding for shareholders over the long term. The one unknown is 
how long this process will take.

McGrath RentCorp was the third-worst performer with a loss of -$1.36 million. The stock traded down after re-
porting poor second quarter results and reducing the earnings outlook for the year. The shortfall was in the TRS 
Rentelco operation where test and measurement equipment used in deploying next generation communications 
networks was sluggish. This type of equipment is rented out at a high price so any drop-off negatively impacts 
earnings. The second area of weakness was in the Adler Tank business where rental rates for large fracking tanks 
have declined due to lower activity levels in the Exploration & Production Industry within the Energy Sector.  On 
a positive note their largest operation, Modular Buildings, had a terrific year and is seeing nice growth in utiliza-
tion. Despite the strength in this operation, it wasn’t enough to overcome the weakness in TRS Rentelco and Adler 
Tanks. The dividend was increased over the prior year, but only by a modest 2%. We did buy more shares after a 
large stock price decline because the valuation was exceptionally attractive. We felt we could earn a nice return 
on those shares even if McGrath was slow to recover from the current environment. Overall, we have this invest-
ment on a short leash as we have become a little more skeptical that it will be able to meet our return hurdles go-
ing forward.



Portfolio Activity

Purchases
We purchased four new holdings in the portfolio in 2015: Airgas, Inc., Ingersoll-Rand, Joy Global Inc., and Mac-
quarie Infrastructure Company.

Ingersoll-Rand is an industrial conglomerate which is best known for their air compressors. For several years 
the company has been in transition mode as they sold off a number of businesses that didn’t meet their goals for 
return on invested capital (ROIC). Ingersoll also spun off their security operation, Allegion PLC, to shareholders. 
Management wanted to focus more on the climate control business, which has attractive investment character-
istics, so they purchased Trane Inc., one of the leading HVAC companies in the U.S. This fit in nicely with Thermo 
King, their transportation refrigeration operation. We expect cash flow to keep growing as they continue to buy 
back shares and grow the dividend.

We purchased a small position in Joy Global after the stock had fallen more than 60% from its 52-week high. In 
fact, at the time of our initial purchase the stock was down more than 80% from its all-time high set in 2011. Joy 
manufactures mining equipment used in above and below ground mining. This includes mining for coal, iron ore, 
gold, and copper. Since the price of these commodities are all down significantly, the demand for new mining 
equipment has dried up. The replacement parts business, however, is their crown jewel and is much more stable 
than new equipment. At the current price, we are only paying for the replacement parts operation and getting 
everything else for free. It’s also likely that Joy could get purchased by another company since they are the only 
quality pure play equipment manufacturer left after Caterpillar bought Bucyrus a number of years ago. We pre-
viously owned Joy in one of our other portfolios and our shareholders benefitted handsomely when the outlook 
was just as murky as it is today.

We initiated a position in Macquarie Infrastructure which owns, operates, and invests in a portfolio of infra-
structure businesses consisting of services to private jet terminals at airports, bulk liquid terminalling, gas pro-
cessing and distribution, and solar power generation facilities. The common thread to these enterprises is that 
they tend to have relatively inelastic demand characteristics and have long-term contracts with escalators. This 
allows assets to generate predictable and growing cash flow while not being exposed to commodity price risk. This 
cash flow is used to buy more assets if prices are attractive as well as pay dividends to shareholders. We believe 
the assets are conservatively financed unlike many of the infrastructure companies which have too much debt 
on the balance sheet. 

Sales
We sold Destination Maternity Corporation and Landauer, Inc. because the risk of loss was higher than any 
potential return in the future. Both of these investments were mistakes which resulted in a permanent loss of 
capital.

We sold all our shares in Physicians Realty Trust, Questar Corporation, The Western Union Company, and Win-
throp Realty Trust because they reached our sell prices and we believed that all future expectations were already 
reflected in the stock prices. Each of these names made a substantial contribution to performance. 

Two other names came out of the portfolio because they were being acquired: Altera Corporation and Sigma-
Aldrich Corporation.

Dividend-Growth Strategy
There has been extensive research conducted on the benefits of investing in companies that pay dividends. In 
fact, Standard & Poors published an in-depth article in 2013, “Dividend Investing And A Look Inside The S&P Dow 
Jones Dividend Indices,” on how dividends contribute to investor returns. They concluded that over the 87-year 
period from 1926 to 2012, dividend income contributed approximately one-third to equity returns for the S&P 500 
Index. We view these annual dividends as giving the investor a “head start” on investment returns. Every holding 
in the FAM Equity-Income Fund pays a dividend. We invest in a mix of high dividend-paying businesses as well as 
ones that are growing their dividend quickly. On average, the Fund’s holdings increased their dividends at more 
than an 11% annualized growth rate over the past five years (as of 12/31/15). This growth is broad-based across the 
portfolio. In fact, 70% of the companies represented in the Fund raised their dividend in the last 12 months. We 
favor investing in businesses that are growing their dividends swiftly because it means the underlying operation 
is expanding. It also means that they are generating more cash than needed to reinvest back into the company. 
These growing dividends contribute to stock price appreciation.



Outlook
We believe the majority of the Fund’s holdings could grow their cash flow in 2016. This in turn should increase the 
intrinsic values for these holdings. We are also confident that the holdings should continue growing their divi-
dends paid to shareholders. In addition, the Fund is trading at a slight discount to intrinsic value. Taken together, 
future returns should be similar to the growth rate in earnings for the companies in the Fund. 

We continue to invest in businesses that have a long runway for growth; however, we pay as much attention to 
the downside risk as we do upside potential. As always, we continue to work diligently on your behalf and appreci-
ate your continued support.

Paul Hogan, CFA   Thomas O. Putnam
Co-Manager    Co-Manager



AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL RETURNS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2015
The performance data quoted represents past performance.

SINCE 
INCEPTION    10 YEAR  5 YEAR 3 YEAR 1 YEAR

TOTAL ANNUAL FUND 
OPERATING EXPENSES*

FAM EQUITY-INCOME FUND 8.21% 
(4/1/96)  

5.53% 10.50% 11.59% -0.73% 1.29%

* Disclosure:  Expenses are from the most recent prospectus.  When excluding Acquired Funds Fees and Expenses, which are not 
direct costs paid by the Fund’s shareholders, the total operating expense as reported in the Fund’s audited financial statements 
as of 12/31/14 is 1.26%. 

Past performance is not indicative of future results, current performance may be lower or higher than the performance date 
quoted. Investment returns may fluctuate; the value of your investment upon redemption may be more or less than the initial 
amount invested. Please consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. The 
FAM Funds prospectus or summary prospectus contains this and other important information about the FAM Equity-Income 
Fund and should be read carefully before you invest or send money. The principal risks of investing in the Funds are: stock 
market risk (stocks fluctuate in response to the activities of individual companies and to general stock market and economic 
conditions), stock selection risk (Fenimore utilizes a value approach to stock selection and there is risk that the stocks selected 
may not realize their intrinsic value, or their price may go down over time), and small-cap risk (prices of small-cap companies 
can fluctuate more than the stocks of larger companies and may not correspond to changes in the stock market in general). To 
obtain a prospectus or summary prospectus and performance data that is current to the most recent month-end for each fund 
as well as other information on the FAM Equity-Income Fund, please go to famfunds.com or call (800) 932-3271.

Distributed by FENIMORE SECURITIES, INC.

Member FINRA/SIPC

(800) 932-3271

famfunds.com

FAM EQUITY-INCOME FUND TOP 10 HOLDINGS
As of 12/31/15
Name      % of Total Net Assets
Ross Stores, Inc.    7.2%
CDW Corporation    6.1%
Stryker Corporation    6.0%
Airgas, Inc.     5.3%
Xilinx, Inc.     4.9%
US Ecology, Inc.     4.3%
Flowers Foods, Inc.    4.1%
DSW Inc.     4.0%
Aqua America, Inc.    4.0%
Digital Realty Trust    3.9%
TOTAL NET ASSETS          $148,648,935


